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Fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living; it's a way of looking at the life through the wrong end
of a telescope. Which is what we do, and that enables you to laugh at life's realities. Perhaps, peace comes
from within our self. How can we impose peace if we in our self don't have peace and it in human rights?
Some people used human rights in wrong way and wrong turn they didn't even know what human
rights rally means is For me the so called "human rights" is to protect innocence. Facing the fact the only
thing that leads the major conflict in the world is the less communication and understanding.
Communication is the best way to mingled to other people and to know and somehow adopt their
cultures. We need these things, to stop conflicts and misunderstanding to one another. But I do believe
that all conflicts can be resolved by simply communicating, talking, probably. Maybe misjudgment has
been done and make to other people. Without even resolving such conflicts between the people and the
governance; and less evidences, a lot of innocence people are being accused and sent to prison without
even digging the reality. Money can buy anything and I know true happiness can't be bought and to God's
eye's. But nevertheless, we do some stupid instance because we don't have choice or maybe because we
don't have other medium in or mind. Talking in terms of political issues in our country, the Philippines; a
lot of bias have encountered and issues that make those elections as unmoral to my part. Buying one's
dignity in order to win such positions is very disgusting but for Zanorte's are such wonderful
competitions.
Basically, it is part of a constitution to fix the manner in which the officers of government shall
be chosen, and determine the principal outlines of their power, their time of duration, manner of
commissioning them. The line, so far as respect s their election, seems easy, which is, by the
representatives of the people; provincial officers can be chosen no other way, because the whole province
cannot be convened, any more than the whole of the Associators could be convened for choosing by
election. The mode of choosing delegates of congress deserves consideration, as they are not officers but
legislators. Positive provincial instructions have a tendency to disunion, and if admitted, will one day or
other rend the Continent of such countries.
Infamy is what people do, nowadays. Killing people for no valid reasons war to a country and many
human rights are being stepped out. I learne when Pearl Harbor being trapped by the Japs, it becomes the
reasons to b ught war between Japanese and U.S people. U.S wants to invade Japanese f.9' the war and
killing they had made to Pearl Harbor. But, it wouldn't happened ~ r1ecommunication between such
countries and leaders of the said country have aroused. But then things happened for a reason, maybe that
reason is not good enough to others but despite of
casualties that will be involved such summed up solutions that had been agreed; or maybe simply for the
seek of personal aim, or maybe just to prove that they are brave enough, no one can bit us, somehow.
For me peace and human rights are closely twins, it begins to oneself or our self and to the people around.
With human rights there will be peace. Pride are being balance and above all listening side to side. They
are bound to be one, in the sense that human rights are fighting for what is we know that it is right; no
matter what happened and despite of all bad things creating peace and making the best of what is our
right.
But for world peace are hard to achieve. Aiming this is impossible, why? Because when God created the
world he balances it, like a balance beam. He created things step to step and with specific day and time.
Knowing that when God created the paradise their's a bad element on that moment. Perhaps, peace is not

that easy to achieve, because the element that having on this paradise is balance, when there is good there
is bad that corresponds in every situation and in life. We all unique, in our attitudes and cultures, as well
as our languages, but It never the hindrances to connect people away from the clan and cycle; reaching
someone's attention to be with off is like having peace to that person and taking toward such human
rights.
Aiming for peace and human rights is a bumpy journey, as far as I know the earth which we are living in
encountering this problem, since then. The best way to fight for peace and human rights is prayer but it
should also be with us the positive mind to achieve it and take some actions. We must not underestimate
the impact of the new state constitutions. Unfortunately, many of them were prepared so hastily, and
under such pressured circumstances. When keeping anger, hatred and revenge to someone, is somewhat
what we do but forgiveness saves the expense of anger, the cost of hatred, the waste of spirits. Character
is higher than intellect. A to great soul with be strong to live as well as think. There are certain laws being
imposed by the governance to its society. To enable them kno Ntheir limitations in life and a boundary
for any circumstances that bound to happen. Being truth to oneself, and fighting what are our rights is a
glory.

